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By Chelsea Rooney

Caitlin Press, Canada, 2014. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 202 x 138 mm. Language: English .
Brand New Book. Julia Hoop, a twenty-five-year-old counselling psych student, is working on her
thesis, exploring an idea which makes her graduate supervisor squirm. She is conducting interview
after interview with a group of women she affectionately calls the Molestas - women whose
experience of childhood sexual abuse did not cause physical trauma. Julia is the expert, she claims,
because she has the experience; her own father, Dirtbag, a furniture designer and failed poet,
disappeared when she was eight leaving behind nothing but his Dylan Thomas book, and a legacy
of addiction and violence. But the more Julia learns, the less certain she is of what she believes.
When both her boyfriend and her graduate advisor break up with her on the same day, Julia leaves
her city of Vancouver on a bicycle for a cross-Canada trip in search of her father, or so she tells
people. Julia will visit the three cities from which he s contacted her over the years: Banff, Alberta;
Redvers, Saskatchewan; and Kingston, Ontario. Her unexpected travel partner is Smirks, a
handsome athlete who also has a complicated history, and...
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If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. It can be loaded with wisdom and knowledge I discovered this ebook from my dad and i encouraged this
pdf to discover.
-- Da r r in K utch-- Da r r in K utch

This ebook could be well worth a study, and superior to other. It really is basic but unexpected situations inside the 50 % of your ebook. Once you begin to
read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Pr of . B ufor d Ziem a nn-- Pr of . B ufor d Ziem a nn
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